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Theoretical Vision
Trade is the result of a global search by firms for suppliers and for customers:
• Suppliers of intermediates potentially replace firms’ production workers
• The same firms act both as buyers and as suppliers, importers and exporters
• Search is stochastic but buyers can choose the best supplier(s) they encounter
• Outcomes are granular: finite integer number of suppliers and buyers
• Firm’s choices shape production technology;
• if it is cost effective a firm can replace workers …
… and perform a task with an intermediate purchased domestically or imported

• Many dimensions of heterogeneity:
• firm efficiency and number of tasks (totally exogenous);
• Firm unit costs, labor share of costs, number of buyers, and number of suppliers (partly endogenous)

Implementation
Parsimonious, analytically tractable model:
• Small set of parameters other than bilateral search frictions
• Wholesalers interact with producers; retailers sell final goods to households, absent Dixit-Stiglitz
preferences
• No fixed costs, as search frictions do the job

Empirical scope; Connects to granular buyer-seller transactions and to aggregates:
• To firm level data on exporting and labor shares;
• to aggregate bilateral trade around the world

The empirical analogs of all the objects in the theory

Implications
Explains existing findings, solves puzzles, and extends the reach of existing theory
• Some predictions of Melitz’s model survive (selection into export); yet search frictions act like (replace)
a fixed cost to enter a market, with no role for profits
• Why doesn’t number of exporters scale with bilateral trade share (as predicted in Melitz or EKKI)? the
first buyer in a market makes firm an exporter, so subsequent buyers don’t matter for export status
• Why is there such huge variation in sales per exporter (X/N) across country pairs, which is positively
correlated with bilateral trade flows?

• In existing theory (Melitz) sales per exporter is invariant to iceberg costs, but positively correlated with bilateral fixed costs
• Greater variation in bilateral fixed costs will explain the huge variation in X/N, but would dampen variation in bilateral trade,
requiring even more variation in iceberg trade costs to fit the bilateral trade (yet variation in such costs is already thought to
be implausibly high)
• In our theory, sales per exporter is invariant to iceberg costs, but is negatively related to bilateral search frictions, letting us
explain the data while reducing the reliance on iceberg trade costs

• We can identify bilateral search frictions from the variation in buyers per exporter
• We can speak of trade and labor simultaneously both at the firm level and in general equilibrium

Literature
• Chaney: vision of trade as due to random connections between exporters and
buyers
• Oberfield: derives as similar fixed point; who the buyer purchases from influences
its cost, altering its success as a seller
• Bernard et al: uncovered facts for Norwegian sellers, and their buyers; data on
French sellers closely align with them
• Tybout and Eaton
• Mejean et al: same search technology, implies that smaller firms are inefficiently
protected by search frictions; applied at the level of individual goods
• Van Reenen: Literature on superstar firms, leading to reductions in labor’s share
• Acemoglu and Autor: role of tasks in production

Preview of a Key Result
Why do bilateral sales per exporter (X/N) vary so much across country pairs?
• Based on our theory, we can write X/N as:
𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

=
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• Based on our theory, bilateral buyers per seller (R/N) varies only with bilateral search
frictions (and purchases per buyer (X/B) depends only on the destination)
• Identifying bilateral search frictions this way, they turn out to be a huge contributor to
overall trade frictions
• Estimated bilateral search frictions provide an excellent account of variation in X/N, while
leaving a more modest role for traditional iceberg cost in explaining variation in X itself
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Retailers: Sell locally to local households, z=1, same input structure as producers
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Retailers: Sell locally to local households, z=1, same input structure as producers

Firm-to-Firm Matching: Random, more efficient sellers meet more potential buyers locally or internationally, Poisson, hence
integer number of potential buyers. For the buyer, integer number of potential sellers for a given task. A firm is active if it has
at least one active buyer.

the latter being the mean of the Poisson distribution of the number of firm-to-firm encounters between buyers in n for tasks
of type k and a given seller from i with unit cost exactly c. Solving the set of equations yield the (fixed-point) equation:

Aggregate equilibrium
• Services sector: services are sold to households as final consumption;
this sector provides intermediates to the goods sector (production
and retail)
• Goods sector: provides intermediates to the services sector via
retailers
• Labor: all types (administrative, skilled, unskilled) are employed in
both sectors and are mobile
• Trade: goods are traded internationally when services are local
• Labor shares and wages: endogenous with outsourcing; plus …

From the model to moments
• Relationships:

with

the ratio being the probability of outsourcing k

• Elasticity of buyers per seller w.r.t. search parameter:
• Measures of importers in n from i:
no supplier in i

•…

with the probability of having

Estimation
• SMM, bootstrap for s.e. for a fraction of the model’s parameters using
VAT data for 2005, DADS for skills, FICUS for total production costs
• Some are calibrated to aggregate data (WIOD, 2012), in particular
labor shares in the goods sector by skills, share of skills …
• … number of exporters, importers … from TEC data (OECD, EUROSTAT)

Results

Results

Counterfactuals
• We are able to reproduce all results in EKKI, without fixed costs
• Brexit (bilateral) with changes in d and λ. Boris Johnson “wins” …
• Negative shock (Covid-style, multilateral) affecting all countries
All allow to examine the effects of trade on inequality (unskilled wages
vs skilled), real and nominal effects, employment in Manufactures

Conclusion
• Capture all facts of EKKI, explain remaining puzzles (relationships vs
exporters distinction), variation in X/N …
• Quantitative assessment of search frictions vs fixed costs
• Evidence of increasing returns in matching
• Connects trade and labor: counterfactual show how search frictions
in outsourcing “nominally” benefits production workers, small and
inefficient firms at the expense of costs and prices

